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Abstract
The effect on the ion energy distribution function (IEDF) of plasma produced during a high-power
impulsemagnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) discharge as the pulse conditions are varied is reported.
Pressurewas varied from0.67–2.00 Pa (5–15mTorr), positive kick pulses up to 200 V testedwith a
constant 4μs delay between negative and positive cycles. The results demonstrate that the resulting
plasma during the positive cathode voltage reversal is the result of expansion through the largely
neutral gas species between the end of themagnetic trap of the target and theworkpiece. The plasma
potential rises on similar time scalewith the evolution of a narrow peak in the IEDF close to the applied
bias. The peak of the distribution function remains narrow close to the applied bias irrespective of
pulse length, andwith only slight pressure dependence. One exception discovered is that the IEDF
contains a broad high energy tail early in the kick pulse due to acceleration of ions present beyond the
trap from themain pulse separate from the ionization front that follows.

1. Introduction

Crucial to the adoption of high-power impulsemagnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) as both a research and
production deposition technique is the improvement in deposition rate [1–3], relative to direct current
magnetron sputtering (dcMS) [4]. Previous efforts have included alterations tomagnet pack design [5–7], and
shortening of the negative pulse length [8,9]. Substantial effort wasmade to experimentally demonstrate the
ability ofHiPIMS to generate increased ion fraction [10] throughmanipulation of the negative pulse alone
[11,12], typically at pressures below 1.33 Pa. This has paralleled bothmodelling and experimental efforts to gain
an improved understanding of the role of self-sputtering and ion return to the cathode [7,13–16] and built on
earlier workmeasuring the ion fraction and ion energy distribution in ionized PVD systems [17,18].More
recently, addition of a positive pulse3 to the discharge series as ameans of releasing ionizedmaterial from the
magnetic trap has been proposed formany years [19,20], andwas first commercialized in the pastfive years
[19,21]. Details of the discharge as discussed elsewhere [21]; the advantage of the positive cathode voltage
reversal, or ‘kick’ pulse is that following a negative bias ‘main’ pulse, a kick pulsewith user controlled amplitude
and duration is applied to themagnetron cathode after a user defined delay. The effect of the kick pulse being
increased ion fraction [22], deposition rate [19], as well as tuneable ion energy [1] of the depositedmaterial.

In addition to increasing deposition rate, the positive pulse allows one to control the ion energy reaching the
substrate. Since changes to electric field are felt by ionized sputteredmaterial and process gas alike, the need to
understand and to separate the effects ofmetal and gas ions has arisen [22–24]. The importance of tuneable ion
energies of depositedmaterial are difficult to understate given thewide range ofmaterial properties [25]
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accessible at relativelymodest gas temperatures. In addition to improved adhesion ofmetal [26] and nitride
[27,28]films, as well as other traditional applications for physical vapor deposition (PVD), HiPIMSwith
controllable ion energies could circumvent the scalability challenges of higher energy deposition techniques
such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD) ormolecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

Concurrently, themechanismbywhich ionizedmaterial reaches the substrate has become amatter of keen
interest. One proposedmechanism is that the raising of plasma potential (Vp) at the target surface provides a
sufficient electric field for ionizedmaterial to escape themagnetic trap of themagnetronwith acceleration across
amagnetic field gradient reminiscent of aHall Thruster. Ionization of neutrals occurs with plasma expansion,
though acceleration of existing ions dominates. This argument has been supported byVpmeasurements near
themagnetron surface [26], and at grounded substrates [29] inwhichVp rises with the beginning of the pulse,
but falls off rapidly axially from the target. A secondmechanism is that the raised plasma potential commutes
across themagnetic trap andVp is raised uniformly throughout the chamber. In such a discharge, in addition to
metal ions being released from the target, neutralmetal atoms could also be ionized by the expanding plasma
volume and dominate the ion flux. The hypothesis for Vp commuting is demonstrated by examining the time
resolved EEDFwhich show fast electrons at the start of the positive pulse [23], which is also believed to have a
higher chance of causing enroute ionization [23]. Given the significantmobility differences between ions and
electrons, such amechanism should be visible in transit times for Vp andfloating potential (Vf) varyingwith
chamber conditions such as pressure.

There is also some concern given the possibility of differentmechanisms dominating depending on
combinations of chamber geometry,magnet pack configuration, and other parameters that will be specific to the
user. For example, in one of the earlymeasurements of current at the cathode in aHiPIMS dischargewith a
positive pulse the current waveform is a strong function of delay between negative and positive pulse [30]; this
was explained on the basis of electrons diffusing slowly away frommagnetic trap. In a follow-up paper, the same
group observed twowaves of current both at the cathode aswell as a grounded probe [31]. At the cathode the
waves are attributed to residual electrons in the sheath followed by electrons in themagnetic trap; the probe from
anearby ion population similar to the pseudo-Hall thrustermechanism above followed by thermalized ions.
Both papers utilize a balancedmagnet pack and report strong pressure dependence to their observations
indicating that themagnetic trap is limiting plasma expansion during the positive pulse. This suggests that a
sheath is not formed quickly at the grounded probe or other workpiece, limiting ion acceleration.

Concurrently, therewas a significant effort to better resolve the effects of bothmain [11] and kick pulse on
gas tometal ion ratios usingmass spectrometer based techniques [1,22,24,32]with awide variety tomain to kick
delays times. Unlike the ion currentmeasurements, these experiments utilized an unbalancedmagnet pack in
themagnetron and the differences were apparent. Significant populations of bothmetal and gas species were
observed near the applied kick bias (single ionized) and at double the energy (doubly ionized). Theseworks did
not vary pressure, however the uniformity of ion energy strongly suggests the formation of a sheath at the probe
surface due to the plasma expansionmechanismdiscussed above and supported byfloating potential [29] and
Langmuir probemeasurements [33].

In this paper, we report time-resolved ion energy distribution function (IEDF)measurements for aHiPIMS
discharge utilizing the Starfire Industries 2-2 IMPULSE®with Positive KickTMwith a kick pulse of user defined
delay, bias amplitude, and duration. The transient events are systematically studied across a wide range of
operating conditions including pressure, kick pulse amplitude and lengthwhile holding themain to kick delay at
a constant 4μs. Ion energy distributions, andfloating potentialmeasurements, during the rise, hold, and decay
periods of the kick pulsewill be used to support the argument that at the pressures used here (0.67 to 2.00 Pa)
plasma potential transits the entire chamber and ionizedmaterial arriving at the substrate is ionized by the
expanding plasma to a significant degree with the exception of the first fewμs of the kick pulse. There is some
evidence that at lower pressures and short pulse lengths the pseudo-Hall Thruster typemechanism gains in
importance.

2. Experimental details

All experiments were performed in a high vacuum chamberwith a base pressure that ranged from∼10−5 to
∼10−3 Pa depending on pumping conditions. The chamber was equippedwith 4″unbalanced TORUS
magnetron fromKurt J Lesker Co. containing a¼″Zr target (Lesker, Grade 702). Themagnetronwas powered
by a Starfire Industries 2-2 IMPULSE®with Positive KickTMbacked by aMagnaPowerXR Series 2 kV, 1 A direct
current supply. Operating pressure was read from a capacitancemanometer, base pressure from an ion gauge,
Ar (AirgasUHP)was delivered via amass flow controller.

Between the Impulse output and themagnetronwas a shieldedmetal box throughwhich the centre
conductor passed through a Pearson 410 coil attached to high voltage probes. Themagnetic induction current in
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the coil served as amore accuratemeasurement of current delivered to themagnetron than the output displayed
by the Impulse’s internalmeasurement system. Themeasured impedance of both themeasurement circuit and
the coaxial cables from the Impulse to themagnetronwere less than 1μH.The internal synchronization signal of
the Impulsewas used to trigger both the gridded energy analyser aswell as the oscilloscope collecting the
HiPIMSwaveform from the Pearson coil and probes. The oscilloscope also collected a reading of Vf from a bare
wirefloating probemade froma partially stripped coaxial cable.

Measurements of IEDFwere acquired using a Impedans SemionRetarding Field Energy Analyzer (RFEA).
Button probeswith 7 holes (10μA current setting)were used tomaximize sensitivity to small current. Probe to
target distancewas heldfixed at 8 cm. Initially, the probe body collected significant displacement current near
the beginning of the kick pulses, despite being grounded to the chamber walls. It was determined that the
displacement current was due to parasitic capacitance between the probe body and collection grids being too
large. Under these conditions, time resolution lost for>5μs bywhich timeVf had already undergone significant
rise. To prevent such large displacement currents, the probe bodywas insulated from the chamber body and
placed inside ametal boxwith an aperture approximately the size of the active area encompassing the 7 holes as
shown infigure 1.With themetal box grounded to the chamber body, displacement currents during transitions
inVpwere no longer observed as themetal box formed a second smaller parasitic capacitor in series. This
allowed for temporal resolution of 1μs or less to be achieved throughout the study.

Energy detection ranges in the Semion software were selected to ensure detection at∼30%higher than
expected peak ion energies (75–150 eV depending on kick pulse bias). Energy resolutionwas considered to be
∼1%of the energy range, i.e.: 1 eV for a 100 eV full range. Individual as well as averaged scanswere acquired in
order to observe discharge instabilities. As stable operating conditions were achieved, scan averagingwas
increased to 16 scans to assist in electronic noisefiltering. Additionally, there are two other delays known as first
step delay and step delay. Thefirst step delay is the delay between scans, and the step delay is the delay in time
between changing voltage and a new acquisition. For time-resolvedmeasurements these delays need to be
roughly 100 times higher than for time averagedmeasurement. For this work afirst step delay of 1 s and a step
delay of 40 mswere used. The integration (‘ADC’ software setting)was set to 4,000measurements for each data
point for this work.

Discharge conditions were selected based on regimes of stablemagnetron operation in order tomaximize
the range of observable conditions. A list of variables of concern and their settings or ranges tested can be seen in
table 1. In general, frequencywas varied independently of variables being tested to ensure stability; 250 Hzwas
sufficient for all conditions except the shortestmain pulses. The voltage of themain pulsewas adjusted
independently for each test based on a desire to perform all tests in a self-sputtering/gas rarefactionmode [34].
Rarefactionwas achievedwhen theHiPIMS current waveform reached aflat line towards the end of the pulse
rather than either dropping due to exhausting ionizable gas near themagnetron or climbing due to runaway self-
sputtering ofmetal ions. This was done to ensure the highest concentration ofmetal ions. An exampleHiPIMS

Figure 1.Displacement current abatement for Semion probe body. Probe body (left)was encased using polyimide tape (centre)
followed by aluminium foil (right). The foil was grounded to chamber body to shunt displacement current while the probe body is
grounded only through probe electrical connections. Blue arrowsmark the active area openings.

Table 1.Magnetron discharge conditions used throughout the study. Frequency was
typically adjusted to ensure stable discharge. Therewas a 4μs delay between the end of
themain pulse and the positive cathode reversal.

Main pulse

Positive cathode

reversal

Pressure Voltage Width Voltage Width Frequency

Pa V μs V μs Hz

0.67–2.00 −600–−800 15–150 0–200 0–100 250–500
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waveform trace can be seen infigure 2. Additionally, the peak to peak voltage difference between themain and
kick pulses were limited to 1200 V to protect against hardware damage. Current density was confirmed to always
be below the threshold for spoke or hot spot formation [3,35]. Based on observations of low populations of
multiple ionization events (based of RFEA signal), the applied bias (V) corresponds to the ion energy (eV) for
purposes of discussing IEDF results.

3. Results and discussion

The Impedans Semion software saves the IEDF aswell as ion current. A representative example of the software
output is shown infigure 2. Individual IEDF traces at known timesmay then be combined into awaterfall plot,
such as that seen infigure 3 for better visualization of changes to the IEDF throughout theHiPIMS pulse for
three different pressures.While the population of single ionized species is clearly visible in the distribution
function, the RFEAdid not possess sufficient sensitivity to observe populations of double or higher ionization
species as seen in other literature utilizingmass spectrometer based detection [1,22]. The corresponding current
and voltagewaveforms for the discharges are compiled infigure 4 alongwith the IEDF at select time slices to
better show the evolution of the IEDF aswell as directly compare across pressure.

A variety of parameters were then extracted from these plots in order to better compare discharge behaviour
across the conditions tested. Extracted parameters included the total ion current and the energy of peak intensity
in the IEDF.Calculated parameters include the transit time of the plasma to the probe, as well as thewidth of the
energy distribution as a function of time.

3.1. Transit time
Transit timewas defined as the time from the start of the kick pulse for the voltage of themaximum intensity
peak of the IEDF to reach 67%of the applied kick pulse voltage as illustrated infigure 5.Due to resistive loses in
the cable aswell as the plasma, themaximumenergy index never reaches kick voltage regardless of conditions
tested. The applied kick voltage was nonetheless selected as a reference point to ensure that any differences
betweenfinal voltage ofmaximumenergy and applied kick voltage that variedwith discharge conditions did not
obscure differences in transit times.

Despite the variation in operating pressure, themean free path (MFP) for Ar at 300 K remains<1 cm
throughout the study ensuring that collisions between ions/electrons and the neutral gas occur between the
magnetron and probe. Given a collisional regime, onemight expect the transit time of the plasma to varywith
MFP. Instead, the transit timewas found to be consistently between 2–4μs regardless of pressure or other
conditions. This implies that the electricfield variation transits to the substrate faster than the ions themselves,
similar to the propagation of an ionization front of plasma bullets [36,37]. In this case, it is not an ionization
front thatmoves from the target to the substrate, but rather fast electrons This is consistent withmeasured
floating potential andVp rise times in the literature [24,32] and directmeasurements of the time-resolved
electron energy distribution functions shown in a companion paper [33]. In the literature it is reported that the
plasma andfloating potential are capable of commuting distances of 100 mm in as little as a fewmicroseconds
[24], which supports the argument that the increase in energy of ions reaching the substrate is due to increase in
potential rather than diffusion of ionswhich can take on the order of 10’s ofmicroseconds [38]. Ourmeasured
floating potential does not appear to commute as fast, but this could be due to chamber geometry, or location

Figure 2. Left: HiPIMSwaveform collected over the duration of the pulsewith floating potential fromprobe overlaid at a pressure of
2.00 Pa, amain pulse width of 150μs, a kickwidth of 100μs at a positive target kick voltage of 100 V. Right: Semion software output 50
μs into a 100 V kick pulse. Collected current is near zero below a retarding potential of∼90 V and rises over thewidth of the ion energy
peak. The baseline ion energy possesses a degree of noise, though kick pulse peaks are clearly distinguished.
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near a grounded surface. At the probe surface the sheath is collisionless as would be expected for the pressure
range tested and is consistent with other observations [22].

3.2. Peak ion energy
Asmentioned above, the centre of the IEDFnever reaches the applied kick voltage due to resistive loses.While
thismay be accounted for at the level ofmaterials processing applications by tuning the kick voltage based on a
desired energy distribution at theworkpiece, determining what processing parameters strongly affect this offset
is desirable. As is seen infigures 2 and 4 but shownmore clearly infigure 6, pressure does have a small effect on
the peak ion energy, and howquickly that peak is obtained.Higher pressure slightly lowers the ion energy
maximumand delays when thatmaximum is reached. This is due to collisions of the electrons and ionswith the
neutral gas delaying the diffusion rate of themaximumpotential commuting to the substrate. Direct

Figure 3.Waterfall plot encompassing a fullHiPIMS discharge. Conditions: (a) 0.67 Pa, (b) 1.33 Pa, (c) 2.00 Pa, 150μsmain pulse,
100μs kick pulse, 100 Vpositive target voltage. Annotations of discharge regions on the top panel reflect nomenclature used
throughout this work.
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measurement of the plasma potential as a function of time shows the same effects [33]. The dip observed at the
end of the 0.67 Pa case is caused by the power supply being unable to sustain the 100 Vpositive kick voltage for
the entire duration of the kick, which is sometimes observed at the end of long kick pulses at low pressure. This
phenomenon is also seen infigure 3(a).

3.3. Ion energy distributions
Figure 3 showcases the IEDF for aHiPIMS discharge of 150μsmain pulsewith a 100μs kick pulse with a 100 V
positive target voltage for three different pressures. These surface plots clearly show the evolution of the IEDF,
showcasing the rise in energy during the kick pulse. Themajor differences across pressure aremostly visible

Figure 4.Top: IEDF slices showing different portions of the discharge at (a) 0.67 Pa, (b) 1.33 Pa, and (c) 2.00 Pa. Bottom:
Corresponding IVwaveforms collected from themagnetron sensors. Conditions: 150μsmain pulse, 100μs kick pulse, 100 Vpositive
target voltage, withmain pulse negative bias varied to retain rarefaction state.

Figure 5.Visualization of transit time calculation. Kick pulse turns on at 154μs, IEDFmaximumenergy reaches 67 V (67%of 100 V)
at 156μs. Discharge conditions: Pressures= 0.67 Pa (5mTorr), 1.33 Pa (10mTorr) and 2.00 Pa (15mTorr)with a positive target bias
width of 100μs.
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during themain pulse, as collisionality will lead to a decrease inmean energy.However, thesewaterfall plots by
themselves convey toomuch information and are therefore broken down into different figures to try and
understand and compare the three cases. Amore concrete view is shown infigure 4which examines 2D slices in
time of the distribution function. The ion energy distribution during themain pulse (70 and 140μs infigure 4) is
shifted to lower peak energies as the pressure increases. Figure 4 also shows theHiPIMS I-V traces takenwith
floating probe data to show themethodology for comparison. The shots are all takenwhen rarefaction happens
as the authors believe that is the best way to draw comparisons across pressure. This is expected due to the
increased collisionality. At 0.67 Pa, the energy of the ions reaching the substrate is like the expected distribution
which is a partially thermalizedMaxwellian [39].

Complimentary to the peak energy of the IEDF, thewidth of the distribution is of critical importance to
material processing applications looking tomake use of tailored ion energies.While the RFEA technique used in
this study is not capable of distinguishing low populations ofmulti-ionized species at high energy due to detector
noise, understanding the variability of the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) for the rest of the IEDFwill
guide theHiPIMSuser in selecting conditions provided they remain below a current density likely to produce
hot spots [3] or othermagnetron instabilities.

To characterize the energy distribution reaching the substrate during the kick pulse FWHMwas easily
calculated as the peak shape is reasonably symmetric, notable exceptions to this being early in the kick pulse; this
‘early’ kick behaviourwill be discussed later. FWHMvalues during themain pulse are inherentlymore
inaccurate given the asymmetry of the distribution, as the distribution isMaxwellian, and not symmetric as it is
observed to be during the positive cathode reversal. Themethod for calculating the FWHMwas by finding the
width of the distributionwhere the intensity drops to half, instead offitting the dataset. This approximationwas
made due to the changing profile of the distribution andwas intended to approximate thewidths. As shown in
figure 7, the FWHMdoes not vary significantly during the kick pulse regardless of conditions used. Figure 7(a)
shows the pressure dependence of energy broadening during the entirety of the pulse. The dashed line indicates
the beginning of the kick pulse, which occurs at 150μs. For the three pressures (0.67 Pa, 1.33 Pa, and 2.00 Pa) the
broadening during themain pulse is different, however after the positive cathode reversal is engaged the FWHM
of the peaks drops significantly and is consistent across awide pressure range. This highlights the energy control
of the positive cathode reversal, andmay allow for energetic deposition at higher pressures, which typically was
hindered by increased collisionality at higher pressures. This is further evidence that themain acceleration
mechanismof ion energy to the substrate is the sheath drop at the substrate itself. Additionally, when comparing
the kick pulse length as shown infigure 7(b), the behaviour of the broadening is the same. This suggests that the
physics at play here is independent of the length of the pulse andmore so dependent on the conditions before the
positive cathode reversal.

Figure 8 shows the variation of the IEDF at 0.67 Pa, 40 V kick pulse height and a 150μsmain pulse as a
function of positive pulse length (25, 50 and 100μs). During the positive cathode reversal the energy stays at the
same value.Once pulse has ended, the ion energy drops back to itsmain-pulse values. One interesting note is the
IEDF at 250μs for the 100μs kick pulse case. This IEDF is taken right as the positive pulse is turned off, and the
energy is dropping to an intermediate form as the potential dies away. A fewmicroseconds later, the IEDF again

Figure 6.Energy of peak intensities of IEDF.Discharge condition: Kick voltage= 100 V, begins at 154μs, with amain pulse length of
150μs, kick pulse length of 100μs at pressures of 0.67 Pa (5mTorr), 1.33 Pa (10mTorr), and 2.00 Pa (15mTorr).
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overlapswith the shorter positive pulse cases. A similar drop in plasma density is seen in the afterglow regions in
figure 3 and trackswith the accelerated drop in plasma density with a positive pulse observed in Langmuir probe
measurements by others [29]. Figure 8was constructed so that the last trace was 50μs after the end of the positive
pulse, for this reason the runswith shorter positive pulses have fewer traces displayed. A recent article has also
demonstrated that when the positive pulse length is increased the percentage of high energy ions, for both
working gas and sputteredmaterial increases [22]. Thismay appear to contradict the results presented here, but
this work is time resolved, and if the average energywas presented it has been observed to follow the same trend.
While the individual slices in timemay appear identical, the positive pulse staying onwill increase the total
number of ions arrivingwith increased energy when the entire waveforms are time averaged.

3.4. Early kick
Of particularly interest is the higher FWHMof the kick pulse in the first∼20μs after themain pulse ends, as
shown infigure 7(b) for all kick pulse lengths. This broadening of the IEDF, relative to the remainder of the kick
pulse, is similarly visible in the region offigure 3 annotated ‘early kick’, which is visible as a high energy tail, as
well is infigure 4 comparing the 160 and 200μs slices. This feature is persistent for all three pressures as shown in
figures 3, 4 and 7(a). The featuremust be properly explained in order to fully understand the transient evolution
of the plasma and specifically the IEDF present in a deposition chamber as the kick pulse begins. Implications of
this understanding are also critical to enablingHiPIMS to deliver tailored ion energies tomaterials process
applications as this region offers the least control over thewidth of the IEDF. The understanding of the authors is
that the early kick pulse is in part the product of a distinct process from the reminder of the kick pulse as
explained below.

Figure 7. (a) FWHMplots for conditions of 150μsmain pulse, 100μs kick pulse with a kick pulse positive voltage of 100 V, at
pressures of 0.67 Pa (5mTorr), 1.33 Pa (10mTorr), and 2.00 Pa (15mTorr). (b) FWHMvarying kick pulse lengths at constant 1.33 Pa
pressure and 40 Vpositive target voltage. Vertical dashed black linemarks the start of the kick pulse and is intended as a guide to the
eye only.
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When themain pulse ends and the positive target bias begins, the dense and highly ionized plasma in the
magnetic trap is expelled tofill the volume of the chamber.We learned frommeasurements of transit times, as
well as from approximated ambipolar diffusion calculations and frommore in depth ambipolar diffusion
calculations from literature [38], that this process is not instantaneous. Additionally,measurements of Vp have
also shown a similar transit time [23], andmeasured EEDF show the presence of fast electrons at the start of the
positive cathode reversal that are believed to cause the increase inVp [23]. In the interim period, the plasma
already in the chamber is partially ionized from themain pulse. The ions that are present pre-expansion bear an
IEDFmost similar to that of the last fewμs of themain pulse, i.e.: broadly distributed, but at energies<20 eV.
These ions, upon experiencing a shift to a positive plasma potential, are accelerated away from the target with
additional energy as described by the pseudo-Hall thrustermechanism,meaning existing ions that are farther
from themagnetic trap are accelerated by the polarity change on the target. The additional energy is substantially
lower (∼50%) than the applied kick bias, though thismay be attributed to gas collisions en route to the probe. In
this early part of the kick, the sheath present on the probe has not yet responded to the shift to positive plasma
potential; rather it is expected to be of similarmagnitude as during themain pulse. This shift in energy can be
observed infigure 9 as the IEDF from just after themain pulse is shifted to higher energy by the kick bias. The
IEDF at 58 and 60μs for the 0.67 Pa case are very similar in shape apart from the shift in voltagewhile the higher-
pressure cases likewise retain the shape butwith greater intensity loss, whichwe believe could be caused by
transport or by small differences in discharge conditions as themax intensity in themain pulse for cases a, b, and
c are also different.

By 70μs infigure 9, the ions present in the chamber outside themagnetic trap have all been accelerated to a
grounded surface and the IEDFnarrows to the distribution present for the remainder of the kick pulse, across all
pressures. This distribution is the result of the plasma potential commuting across the chamber, as well as
potentially enroute ionization caused by the plasma expansion. The expanding plasma likewise forms a transient
sheath at the surface of the probe or at a substrate. The ions formed by the plasma expansion fall through this
sheath and are accelerated to form the IEDF seen longer into the kick pulse without the high energy tail. The
lifetime of this tail was not affected by the overall length of the kick pulse reaffirming that the tail is the result of a
separate phenomenon.While we have notmeasured the species of the arriving ions on the substrate, we expect

Figure 8. IEDFTime slices for 25μs (black), 50μs (red), and 100μs (blue) kick pulse durations. Discharge conditions:
Pressure= 0.67 Pa,main pulse= 150μs, positive target voltage= 40 V.
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that the first group to arrive at 60μs aremost likely to be predominantly target ions and the ones near the end of
the kick pulse aremost likely to be predominantly Ar, the process gas. This theory is best supported byViloan
et alwho examine the Ti andAr high energy fractions for various positive kick pulse lengths [22]. They find that
for shorter positive pulse lengths the high energy Ti+ fraction is drastically higher, whereas after around a 400μs
positive pulse that the ratio is roughly 50-50 [22].

3.5. Total ionflux
Beyond the control of the IEDF to tailor ion energy, one of the longest running drawbacks toHiPIMS is reduced
deposition rates compared to dcMS, primarily due to return of ionizedmaterial in the sheath to the target [8].
There has already been an effort tomitigate this through lowering themain pulse duration evenwithout a kick
pulse [9]. In the course of investigating the shape of the IEDF, integrations of the IEDFwere likewise produced in

Figure 9.Waterfall plot ofmain to kick pulse transition.Main pulse is thefirst 50μs then the kick pulse is on for the next 30μs after a 4
μs delay, Kick pulse positive voltage of 40 V. Pressures are (a) 0.67 Pa, (b) 1.33 Pa, and (c) 2.00 Pa.
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order to determine relative total ion flux. As neutralmetal deposition rates were not recorded, alongwith a
differentiation between process gas andmetal ions [1], the integrated IEDF cannot be used as ameasure of total
deposition rate. Nonetheless, figure 10 offers some insight into the ability ofHiPIMS to produce heavily ionized
deposition processes given the nearly doubling of ion flux during the kick pulse at higher pressures. Infigure 10,
the voltagewas tuned such that the rarefactionwould occur, however in the 0.67 Pa case the current sharply
declines, and in the 1.33 Pa case the current also decreases slightly after rarefaction.However, after the current
rolls over in the 2.00 Pa case the current holds a constant value. Thismay explainwhy the 2.00 Pa case has
significantly higher ionflux during the kick as the discharge is able to hold its peak current. Ultimately,
complimentary techniques such as time-resolvedmass spectroscopy, will need to be performed in tandemwith
IEDFmeasurements to ascertain if gains in ion flux are dominated by process gas ormetal species as this
technique cannot determine ionization fraction.

4. Conclusions

The time-resolved ion energy distribution function for aHiPIMS dischargewith a kick pulse has been
systematically studied over stable process conditions.Most significantly, the observation of a high energy tail to
the IEDF early in the kick, followed by amore symmetric distribution, suggests a transition from a pseudo-Hall
thruster like acceleration of ions, or the acceleration of ions that are not near themagnetic trap, to ions falling in
potential fromVp to a grounded surface after the plasma potential commutes throughout the chamber. The
transit time of the plasma, the IEDFwidth, and peak energywere all found to beweakly dependent on pressure
suggesting that process intensificationmay be possible with higher deposition rateswhile retaining the precise
ion energy control thatHiPIMS offers. Only the early kick appears to have dependence on pressure which
strengthens the argument that the high energy tail found early in the positive pulse ismetal ions being
accelerated by a pseudo-Hall thruster as transport losses would lead to lowermean energy during themain pulse
with fewer ions at higher energies. It has been demonstrated that the kick pulse energy commutes to the probe
within 2–4μs regardless of conditions, and that the IEDFwidth during the kick is on the order of 5 eVwhich for
most cases is less broad than during themain pulse.
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